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Prerace 

This subcategory report is one of a series of reports prepared for the 
Employee Concerns Special Program (EC&P) of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TvA). The ECSP and the organization which carried oet the progna, the 
Employee Concerns Task Group (ECTG), won established by TWA's Manager of 
Nuclear PoeUr to evaluate sad report OR these Off Ie of nuclear Poraw (ONP) 
emloyee coacerns filed before February 1, 198e. Concerns filed after that 
date are handled by the ongoing OKW WlOyee Coacern Program (Ed).  

The ECSP addressed over 5800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns wes a 
formal, written description of a circumstance or circumstances that an 
employee thought was unsafe. unjust. inefficient, or inappropriate. The 
mission of the Employee Concerns Special Program was to thoroughly 
investigate all issues presented in the coacerns ad to report the results 
of those investigations in a form accessible to OWP employees, the NEC and 
the general public. The results of these investigations are ceomunicated 
by four levels of ECSP reports: element. subcategory, category, and final.  

Element reports, the lowest reportiag level, will be published only for 
those concerns directly affecting the restart of Sequsyah Nuclear Plant's 
reactor unit 2. An elemnt consists of one or more closely related 
issues. An issue is a potential problem identified by ECTG during the 
evaluation process as having been raised in One or more concerns. For 
efficient handling. what appeared to be similar concerns were grouped into 
elements early in the program, but issue definitions emrged from the 
evaluation process itself. Consequently, oe elements did include only 
one issue, but often the ECTG evaluation found more than one issue per 
element.  

Subcategory reports summarize the evaluation of a number of elemntsa.  
However, the subcategory report does more than collect element level 
evaluations. The subcategory level overview of element findings leads to 
an integration of information that cannot take place at the element level.  
This integration of information reveals the extent to which probleM 
overlap more than one element and will therefore require corrective action 
for underlying causes not fully apparent at the element level.  

To make the subcategory reports easier to understand, three items have been 
placed at the front of each report: a preface, a glossary of the 
terminology unique to ECSP report, and a list of acronym.  

Additionally, at the end of each subcategory report will be a Subcategory 
Summary Table that includes the concern numbers; identifies other 
subcategories that share a concern; designates nuclear safety-related, 
safety significant. or non-safety related concerns; designates generic 
applicatility; and triefly states each concern.  

Either the Subcategory Sumary Table or another attachment or a combination 
of the two will enable the reader to find the report section or sections in which the issue raised by the concern is evaluated.
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classificatin of evaluatd isses the evaluatieMt ef a asse* leads to ones of 
the following dterminatioess: 

Class A: Issue eaeet be verified as factual 

Class 1: Issue is factually acturate, but what is described is set a 
problem (i.e.. set a ceadities retquirig errective action) 

Class C: Issue is factual and ideantifies a problem, but corrective aetiona 
for the problem was initiated before the evaluation of the inssue 
was uandertaken 

Class D: Isse is factual and presents a problem for which corrective 
action has been, or is being, taken as a result of as evaluation 

Class 9: A problem, requiring oerrective actioes, which was oset identified 
by an employee coascran but was revealed daring the ICTS 
evaluatioes of as issue raised by as employee concern.  

collective sianificance asa analysis which determises the importance and 
consequences of the findings In a particular BCSP report by putting those 
findings in the proper perspective.  

Concer (see "employee concers") 

corrective action steps taken to fix specific deficiencies or discrepancies 
revealed by a negative fladiang and, when necessary, to correct causes in 
order to prevent recurrence.  

criterion (plural: criteria) a basis for definitng a performance, behavior, or 
quality which ONP imposes on itself (see also "requirement).  

element or lament report an optional level of =CSP report, below the 
subcategory level, that deals with one or more issues.  

eolovee concern a formal, written description of a circumstance or 
circumstances that an employee thinks unsafte, unjust, inefficient or 
inappropriate; usually documented on a -foern or a form equivalent to the 
I-form.
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The sbcategories are themselves emated is a series ot eight category 
reports. ach categtory report review the major fiadtisg sa cellective 
sigtnifiesace f the sbcategory reports sla eae of the followiag are-s: 

* "a"agant sad persesnMel relations 

* industrial safe:ty 

* sestrsnetles 

* material ceatrol 

* operatiss 

* quality assurance/quality coatrol 

* welding 

* engtiseering 

A separate report on employee ceteraus dealing with specific conatentios of 
intimidation, harassment, sad wrongdoing vill be released by the TWA Office 
of the Inspector General.  

Just as the subcategory reports integrate the information collected at the 
*elemenat level. the category reports integrate the information assembled in 
all the subcategory reports within the categery. addressing particularly 
the underlyingas causes of those problems that rua acroess more than one 
subcategory.  

A final report vill integrate and usess the information collected by all 
of the lower level reports prepared for the 0CSP, including the aInspector 
General's report.  

For sore detail on the methods by which ECTG employee concerns were 
evaluated and reported, consult the Tennessee Valley Aathority Employee 
Concerns Task Group Program Nasual. The Rasal spells out the program's 
objectives, scope. organisation, and responsibilities. It also specifies 
the procedures that were followed in the investigation, reporting, and 
closeout of the issues raised by employee coaeteras.
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talamtortal the itdividual(s) assige the respoasibility to assess a specific 
greupin at employee coacers.  

fltdins lacludes both statmests ot fact sa the udgments made sheet these 
facts during the evaluation process; segative fidigs renqir corrmective 
"ties.  

UlM a poteatial problem, as isterpreted by the CTS dring the evalatioe 
process, raised is *e* or mre cescers.  

tlfofm (see "employee cenero) 

LcuirMent a standart of perforuance. behavior, or quality on which an 
evaluation jadpent or decision may be based.  

root caurs the underlying reason for a problem.  

Terus essential to the program but wbich require detaild definition have been 
defined in the EICT Procedure REaual (e.g., generic, specific, auclear 
safety-related, uareviewed safety-significanat questioa).
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I Adinistrative Inetructies 

AISC Aricaa Lstitute af Steel Castrutetio 

ALAUA as L As seasoablyr Achitvable 

ANS America iNclear Soiety 

ANSI Americaa National Standards lastitate 

AS£E Americas Society of Webat ical ftgiaeers 

ASTH American Society for Testig ead materials 

AUS Americea Welding Society 

BF1 Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

BLU Bellefonte Nuclear Planat 

CAQ Condition Adverse to Quality 

CAR Corrective Action Report 

CATD Corrective Action Tracktin Deaat 

CCTS Corporate Comitaent Tracking System 

CEG-H Category Evaluation Group Ioad 

CPR Code of Federal Regulations 

CI Concerned Individual 

CTRI Certified Natarial Test Raport 

COC Certificate of Conforaace/Compliaace 

DCR Design Change Request 

DNC Division of Nuclear Construction (see also MW CON)
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IM Division of fbcler Trainaig 

W1 tM It of ae a 

Me Dlvisit n tor eml ttlear 

OR icrspecy r epsrt o kBovitire bpet 

sc Eaiumeria canur Isk e 

IP ftplnyw Cascemras Prerm 

CP-tS bmployf Cowceras Prtgr-Si te bprsn tativ 

mP Emplo" Cocer Special Prgmra 

ECX6 Empsloy Came 3 Task CGrop 

EEC Equal Eaployost Opportsity Commrisslio 

EQ Eauiroaautal Qualificatis 

ERI ErgMscr Miesical Response Tom 

El DES Eatgieria Desif 

ET Emaployee Resposse Teor or ermeacy esposse Tme 

FCX Field Chape Resqust 

FUSAR Fial Safety Alysis Report 

FT Fiscal YeTar 

GET Geeral Eployee Traisinf 

CI lazard Control Istructios 

eVAC esting, Vestilatil, Air Coditinoiia 

II Irtsallatioa Instruction 

ftPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 

In Ispeciies Rejection netice
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W1 
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MSPB 

SCR 

NPP 

KPS 

SES 

59 COW 

OSHA 

OWCP 

PRu 

PT 

QA 

QAP 

QC 

QC1

Laber t Ultimes Staff 

-Modifications ea Adities I estraciem 

inatmace Iastracties 

nerit Systems Prtectis seorw 

agWtic Particle Testtl 

Noaconformins Conditios Report 

eadestrrctioe Rsminaties 

Nuclear Performace rPua 

Son-planat Specific or Nuclear Procedures System 

Nuclear Quality Assurasce amaal 

Nuclear Regulatory Cemmissios 

Nuclear Services Brach 

Nuclear Safety Review Staff 

Division of Nuclear Coastruction (obsolete abbreviatlos, see DC) 

Nuclear Utility Ranagemet and Resources Comittee 

Occupational Safety a"d Nealth Administratios (or Act) 

Office of Nuclear Power 

Office of Yorkers Compeasation Progrm 

Personal History Record 

Liquid Pmentrant Testia( 

Quality Assurace 

Quality Assurace Procedures 

Quality Control 

Quality Contr' Instruction
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CP Quality Costrol Proceure 

SQC quality Tcmamlesy C-mpemy 

wf bectioa is Feor 

1 bdisnaphic Testing 

3" Seoeyph Nuclear Plaet 

st serveitace Instructies 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SIP Senior ITvim Panel 

SUEC Stone sad Webster Engineritag Corporation 

TAS Technical Assistace Staff 

TIL Trades sad Labor 

TVA Tennessee VTlley Authority 

TVLC Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor Council 

UT Ultrasonic Testing 

VT Visual Testing 

WECSP Watts Bar Employee Concern Special Program 

WB UWatts Bar Nuclear Plant 

UR Work Request or Work Rules 

UP Workplans
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!to isaus mwr found to be mot factually accurate; tourw w found to 
be accurate but not a problem; t wre accurate but Mad been previously 
corrected; am wa accurate ad" reuires crrectiv. action; and fou 
were sot accurate but. as a reult of the evaluation. other problem 
requiring cor.ctive action Mwr found.  

The 16 concerns that comprise the istraientation, ad Radiation 
eonitorit Subcategory raise 13 issues involving hardware deficiencies 
as perceived by the concerned individuals (Cls). These iosses pertain 112 
to reliability, design, operationa and calibration of iastrun-ant and 
to reliability, design, and maintenance of radiation monitoring 
equipment.  

1I. SUMNARY OF FMINDGS 

Conditions were found to exist in violation of a design. construction, 
or operating requirement. Each of these conditions, called specific 
deficiencies, was noted as reauiring short-term corrective measures.  
The first deficiency was that MT narrow range level transmitter 
surveillance data and acceptance criteria in the applicable surveillance 
instruction wre insaufficient. Another deficiency involved a discrepancy 
between the WBN Final Safety Analysis Report (PSA3) and ISN Technical 
Specifications pertaining to minimum ice weight for calibration of ice 
condenser load calls. The third deficiency was that not all housekeeping 
inspections had been performed and documented by the Off ice of Nuclear 
Power (OMP) during the construction phase at WIN in accordance with 
TVA's Nuclear Quality Assurance Manual (OQAM). Corrective Action 
Tracking Documents (CATD) were submitted on these deficiencies as they 
were found.  

In the evaluation of a concern regarding accuracy and calibration of 
Target Rock valves, problems which were not considered violations of 
design, construction, or operating requirements were found at three 
plant sites. At WBI, SQN, end BF5, there were no maintenance 
instructions found for adjusting Target Rock Valve reed switches. At 
BF3. there was no capability to retrieve maintenance history before 
March 1983 for any particular plant component.

Page 1 of 3
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a collective assesament of the *eismt-level findings led to the 
identification. of one -beatory-level finding which reflected 
adversely as line managemeat effectiveness at three sites. This finding 
dealt with the lack of plgat manegement costrol of equipment history 
which would preclude recarring inatrument failures: 

Processes have been lacking at M. So, and M for trending 
|ipmest perfomae ead for subsequest root cause analysis of 

recurring hardMure deficiencies to preclude recurreMce of problems.  
these processes should iLoet' trecking ot corrective action and 
follow-up to ensur that appropriate actioe is taken.  

NV. SUMMR OF CAUSES OF NAM~ FINDIW 

A review and analysis of the root causes for the subcategory taken 
collectively pointed to several significant root cases for the 
subcategory as follows: 

a. A system or process is not in place to uniformly incorporate 
comitments and revisions to upper-tior requirement docmets in all 
affected lower-tier documents (WO).  

b. Personnel are not being trained effectively in applicable regulatory 
comitments and requirements and in the TVA administrative 
procedures and instructions that govern their activities (USB).  

c. There have been inaequate processes to detect adverse trends in 
equipment performance and lack of control to govern maintenance 
activities (WBM. SQO. BFN) 

V. SUMMARY OF CO RECTIVE ACTIOm o0 nAJOR FInDIoGS 

WBN line management is replacing faulty RUST level transmitters under 
Design Change Requests. Appropriate procedure changes and training with 
respect to unclear or incorrect maintenance practices on the 
transmitters was also accomplished. SQU line management is aware of 
recurring problems with RUST level transmitters and is taking action to 
ensure the transmitters meet technical specification requirements. The 
action includes verifying operability of sense line heat trace circuits, 
compensating for different head pressures at the transmitters, and 
trending transmitter performance.

Page 2 of 3
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with respect to the adequacy of NST levl tranamitter, surveilleane 
data sad acceptance criteria, so lime memaameat stated that the BBT 
arrow reg level chamels are lastrumasta used to essure compliance to 
tecahnical specification parameters ad are Net subject to the 
requirements of techtnical specification-reqsired lastruments.  
Therefore. l* managemat maintained that the data recorded in 1-3 are 
adequate. Lime management agreed to incorporate otes is various SIs 
into the test of the data sheets. These **h - ts Mere not 
Cessidered to be reaquired for compliance with technical specificatieos.  
sad therefore so future cemmitmnt dates for the *hau-e t were 
prwovided by lime maagemeat.  

For Target lock valve reed switch problems. W line maeagmat adjusted 
ome valve usig a eador-r*Badd method. The valve was successfully 
tested according to SQK Technical Specifications but a fial evaluation 
is required daring plant hestup. If the final evaluation proves 
successful, the applicable maintenance instruction will be revised to 
reflect the veador-recommnded adjustmaent method. SQo ad M line 
*maagmats comitted to prepariag procedures for adjusting Target Rock 
valve position switches. Also, SM line aagement stated that 
eqaipamt history is now being adequately maintained bat that history 
before March 1983, is incomplete or noea-existest sad cannot be recreated.  

For discrepancies noted between the WON PSAR ad Technical 
Specifications on minimum ice weight, changes to the FSAR were prepared 
to bring the FSAR and Technical Specifications inato agreement.  

To address boausekeeping inspection deficiencies, WIN line management has 
revised procedures to clarify housekeeping inspection frequencies and 
documentation requirements.  

SQN line management comnitted to revising surveillance instructions 
associated with radiation monitors to clearly distinguish between those 
monitors included in the Tech Specs and those not included. SQ" also 
took action to have a factory representative for Particulate Iodine 
Noble Gas (PING) radiation monitors assist in correcting problems with 
the PING monitors and conduct training for instrument technicians.

Page 3 of 3
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1.0 CNARACU T IOnr Of ISSOSs 

1.1 Introduction 

The 16 concerns that comprise the Iastrumentatio a ud Radiation 
Boaitoriag Subcategory raise 13 issues involving hardume 
deficiescies as perceived by the coacerMed lidividuals (CIs). These 
issues pertain to reliability, desig. oeratios, sad calibration of 
instruments sad to reliability, design, and faiatensace of radiation 
osaitorigs equipment.  

1.2 Description of Issls 

Related issues wre corbiaed iato higher-order groups, called 
elements, In this section of the report, each element is presented 
with a brief overview of its issues.  

1.2.1 Element 303.01 - Difficalty in Obtainint Obsolete ImuiiPnet 

Issue 303.01-1 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Eulfment: 

IN-85-841-001 
IN-86-079-001 

This issue relates to the difficulty of procuring and 
maintaining older plant instrumentation at Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant (WBN). The CIs believed there were uaaecessarily high 
expenditures and delays due to problems with obtaining spare 
parts for plant instrumentation purchased 10 to 12 years 
ago. They stated that newer model instrumentation would be 
less expensive to maintain and would perform the required 
functions with a greater degree of accuracy and reliability.  

1.2.2 Element 303.02 - Location of Cold Let Accumulator (CLA) and 
Refuelina Water Storae& Tank (AWST) Level Transmitters 

Issue 303.02-1 - Inaccuracies in Safety Injection System 
(SIS) Level Instrumentation at WSN: 

IN-85-281-003 

The CI alleged that there were inaccuracies in the SIS CLA 
level instrumentation at WBN. Two level tranmitters located 
at different elevations on each CLA differed by five percent 
in level indicatio oven even after calibration.  

IsT'a 33.0C?-2 - Inaccuracies in Narrow Range Leve: 
Instruments for WBN Unit 1 RIST:

IN-8S-142-006
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The CI stated that narrow range level instruments for the 
eait 1 ST differed by six perceat.  

1.2.3 Eleesat 303.03 - Acc aCC of Safety-r ated Instremats 

Issr 303.03-1 - TIt Rack Valve nIee lSttches. Inatcerast: 

15-45-02-001 

This iLsse deals with the macracy sad calibration of Target 
Rock Vlve reed switches at b. Target lock Valves 
installed in the Sapling System ad Rian Steem System were 
thought to cause improper anuatiations part of the time.  
Additionally it wMs stated that reed switches on the valves 
require a coastant adjstments.  

Issue 303.03-2 - Radiation lonitors Inaccurate: 

IN-86-079-002 

Certain radiaticE monitors were believed by the CI to be in 
error by as much as 70 percent.  

Issue 303.03-3 - Loal and Remote Level Indicators Differ: 

IN-85-973-001 

The CI thobht that unit 1 stem generator local and remote 
level indicators bad differed greatly during a flush. This 
individual was concerned that a serious problem could arise 
during normal plant operations with the difference existing 
in the two instruments.  

1.2.4 Element 303.04 - Calibration of Ice Condenrsr Load Cells 

Issue 303.04-1 - TWA Unabrle ad Unvillina to Calibrate Ice 
Condenser Load Cell Properlr: 

IN-85-640-002 

The CI felt that the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was not 
able to calibrate the ice condenser load cell to technical 
specification requirements and that TVA was unwilling to 
spend the money to have the vendor calibrate the load call.
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Ismu 303.04-2 - Ice Coadmnr Load Col Test eimtbt 
Incorrectlr Labeled: 

IN-S-640-003 

Te CI believed that the ice c- eerr load cell test mifht 
label #tio -t reflect the actuae Uiht.  

I.Z.5 jSmat `-s.os - eliability. Desiz3 , ad IRasteeanc ef 
Radiation Ionitorinat rnipmnt 

Issue 303.05-1 - ImproPer Installetion of tdiation MIoitor 

SQP-86-003-001 
SQP-86-0034-04 
SQP-46-003-405 

The CI alleged that a particular radiations moitor cable i 
Penetration 23 of SQX's uait 2 containment had not bees 
installed properly. The NRC expurgated file on this concirn 
developed two other concerns questioning the integrity of all 
connectors in the penetration and the possibility that the 
condition was reportable.  

Issue 303.05-2 - 1rinteausce and Oerability of Radiation 
Honitor: 

fI-85-051-001 

The CI stated that a particular radiation monitor at SQK ai4l 
not been aintained and had not always been operable.  

Issue 303.05-3 - Air Monitor flow Controls Not Listed as I 
Technical Specification or Compliance Instrament: 112 

CWL-5 -001 

The CI sought the reason why one SQN radiation monitor's air 
monitor flow controls were not listed as either technical 
specification or compliance instruments.
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Issue 303.05-4 - Iouer e O*ation of Coatinuoss Air 
BMitors (CM): 

U-8S-044-001 

It was thoegt by the CI that the Cie at M3 had net 
fuactioned properly sed btad et registered radiatioes levels 
accurately durig as m ccideatal radiatios release is Jme.  
IWS.  

Issue 303.05-5 - Radiatios onitors ot Operable and Not 
Maintaied: 

I-85-039-002 

The C alleged that radiation monitors at WN had not been 
operable auntil mid-198l sad have sot been maintained.  

To locate the issue is wbich a particular concern is evaluated, 
coasult the following at taa ts: 

Attachent A. Sbcategory SImary Table 

Attachment B, List of Coacerns by Elemant/Issue 

2.0 PAATjMI PROCESS 

2.1 General Nethodolozy 

The evaluation of this subcategory was condactad according to the 
E-. iluation Plan for the Employee Concerns Task Group and the 
Eveuation Plan for the Operations Group. The concern case files 
were reviewed. Source decaments were researched and interviews 
conducted in order to identify the requirements and criteria which 
applied to the issues raised by the concerns. The issues were 
evluaated a&ainst the identified requirements and criteria to 
determine findings. A collective significace analysis was 
conducted; causes were indicated for negative findings; anad 
corrective action for the negative findings was initiated or 
determined to have already been initiated.  

2.2 Specific Nethodoloty 

Applicable sections from the following baseline requirements 
documents wre reviewed: rSARs at W, SQl, and BDi; WB. Sq. and 
BFK Technical Specifications; TVA Topical Report; and the NQAM. To
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ensure consistency end iaplemftatioe of the req9iremts foaund in 
these doeats. applicable Sta rd Practices, Administrative 
Instructions (A) Surveillance Iastructions (SI) Quality Control 
Instractions (QC), procdures, data pckagert s ad records ureT 
reviewed. Is adition. files iuch bad bees esperated by MC, as 
well as WE plant staff reports, Mucder Safety avie Staff (McS) 
reports, mad S Gemeric Cmesrcas Task Free (GO.T) reports of 
concern previously investigated Uwe renviewm.  

Informal iterviews were cndcted with cegisnat persenmel ens 
required either to verify documst-besed findiags or to provide 
soadorment-based evaluatios input. Interviews were conducted with 
personnel in OP; Instrument ERinftesace Sections at WW, Sq and 
bnF; Electrical aintnance Section at 90; M Preoperational Test 
Staff (PREOP); DWC anstrment Kagineering enit; Division of luclear 
Engineering (DKE) W and SQ Engineering Project lnstrumentation 
sad Control Supervisors; and DIC Engieering Support Group (ISG).  
Interview were also conducted with calibration technicians ead 
supervisors at Central Laboratories and with personnel in the ME 
Radiation Protective Section (IPS), including the tognizat safety 
analysis supervisor in DUE.  

3.0 FINDIMGS 

Generic applicability statements are included for concerns which are 
classified as being potentially safety-related or safety-significaat 
denoted on Attachment A.  

3.1 Element 303.01 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete _Euiment 

Issue 303.01-1 - Difficulty in Obtaining Obsolete Equipment 

WBN 

The two employee concerns comprising this issue were evaluated 
previously by WUB plant staff. The staff's investiation of concern 
IN-5$-841-001 had indicated the concern to j invalid due to a lack 
of ndrtanding of the plant's I1-9.11, "Repair and/or Replacement 
of Obf0slete Plani Process Instrumentation." In LLe investiration of 
concern If-86-079-001. the plant staff had substantiated Z;'.  
concern. However, the plant staff had noted that the equipment 
currently installed meets specific design criteria and that, in some 
cases, it may not be economically feasible to replace it with newer 
model instrumentation. The staff had noted that replacement of 
instrumentation must be accomplished using the Design Change Request 
(D)Zi process, including a cost benefit analysii. The staff also 
had stated that any employee may identify obsolete instruments to 
the Instruzmen: faintenance Section to be evaluated for replacement.
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he evaluation for WI found that there were so specific 
deficiescies because both of these coacerns had boo addressed 
adequately by UB plant staff. Also, so edverse effects on safety 
wer foad for either concer because proper oration of 
safety-related equipeat is accordance with techical specificatioa 
reqgiremests is periodically verified by SIs.  

Cocera I1-S-841-001 ma evaluated for sric spplicability to SQl 
and was not validated. Sequoah's Standard Precictr SQn-60 7ss 
judged equivalent to UM Al-9.11 is that it .lso provides 
instructions for replacing obsolete equip-mrt using the DCZ 
process. SQl's Al-11 and SQl 45 also provide guidance for 
initiatitng a DC for replacement ur substitution of equipmert whoe a 
spare parts inventory can no lotrer be provided for origiacl 
equipent.  

Concern 11-85-841-001 was evaluated for generic applicability to BFR 
and was not validated. go instruction exists that is q*uiralent to 
WUB AI 9.11. However, when spare parts can so longer be obtained 
for original equipment, the responsible sections initiate a DCE for 
replacement or substitution of equipment in accordance with MFN 
Standard Practice BF 16.2. Although this standard makes no specific 
reference to obsolete equipment or substitutions, it does state that 
procured equipment must be equal to or better than original design.  

Conclusiion 

The issue (concern IN-86-079-001) was verifitd? as factual but t.ot a 
problem at UBN.  

Generic Applicability 

The issue was not verified at SQX and BFN. Due to the findings at 
these plants, evaluation at BLX was OPclerined to be not necessary.  

3.2 Element 303.02 - Location of Cold Le Accuaulator (CIA) and 
lefuelin UWater Storate Tank (RUST) Level Transmitters 

Issue 303.02-1 - Inaccurcies in Safety Injection Srsteo 4LA Level 
Instrumentation 

UBW 

The issue regarding cold leg accuinuat'r level instrumentatioL was 
determined to have been evaluated previously by VSRS for WBN. The 
NSRS report, I-85-208-WBN, had stated that the concern was valid.
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The current evaluation concurs with findins of the ISS,. however, 
it was fo.ad that adeguste corrective action was beigt takes. The 
ISRS had found that there hbd been a history of problems in general 
with capillary type *riasmitters and that the eause of the 
discrepancies in tie cold let accuulator level &rasumitters had not 
been readily detirmined. MTh report bad receiedned that UBM 
Isutrumet Raintenance Section ES) engaineers formulate a plan as 
soon as possible to resolve the discrepancies in the cold leg 
accumlator level transmitters.  

In response to the report, WB INS enasiners had performed and 
revised calculations for acceptable tolerances in deviations between 
channels of level indication. The rvised calculations had shown 
the .aziuum .:iapLaole deviation between channels to be four 
percent. Tkerefore, the five percent deviation noted is the concert 
had been t& .>f specification. The INS bad updated the applicable 
surveillaac instruction to reflect the revised .alculatioss. Also, 
the staff hab submitted DC3-633 to replace the existing cold leg 
ecctamlator transmitters with more reliable transmitters. The DCI 
had been app-oved as a before-fuel-load Itfe and its completion is 
being tracker by ATD 30302-UBN-01. Based on the fact that the level I 
tranrmitter will be replaced before fuel loading as a result of the 1R2 
DCR there will be no adverse ieffects on safety.  

SON 

The issue ragerding cold leg accumulator level instvtumntation wrs 
evaluated for generic applir .bility to SQN afd was suhbtantiated.  
It gas dterrcinel that problems wit.h cold leg accumultLor level 
transmittere als< had exisftd at SCY. These problems had consisted 
of deviations between level channels on the same cold leg 
»ccuam..!a:.- anc trad been attributed to elevation differences 3n the 
sense .na taps. These problems had been corrected by adjusting the 
scaling &or the transmitters to the narovwest span. However, 
instrunmet drift has remained a maintenance problem. DCR 1848 ass 
been writeLn tj replace the obsolete Barton transmitters and will be 
implemented by Engriering Change Notice (1EC) L63S8 during the next 
outage. This change should provide adequate corrective action and 
reduce the maintenance required for this system. Because corrective 
action has been taken and UCN L63S8 wis issued to replace the 1R2 
obsolte transmitters by the nest outage, there will be no adverse 
effects on safety, 

Conclusin 

The issue was fa:tual but corrective action was initiated pr' . *o this 
evalir'.I- M.
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enetric Applicability 

The issue is uniqve to the oestinghouse Nuclear Stem Supply Syrtem 
(mSSS) and applies only to MB sand SqN. No evcluation was necessary 
at BF and BL because they have differest MSSS venadors.  

Issue 303.02-2 - Ilacetraeis isa brrow Rlan Level Isftrrnst f 
WBN Unit 1 aSmL 

The issue regarding ST level transmitters at UWB also was 
de;eorisled to have been previously investigated by MSRS. The NSIS 
report, I-85-327-BM, had found the concern to na valid in tt't 
recurring pro!lers did exist with the transmitters. The currt.l 
evaliation concurs with findings of the USRS, however, it was found 
that adequate corrective action had been takes for this coscern. It 
had 'een fo-id that changing te snero adjustment had not been an 
appr 'ed method for correcting indication discrepsacles. Also, USES 
had found a Maintenance Requet (M1R) which had not documented the 
installation of a temporary potentiometer on instrument l-LT-63-46.  

In reoaghis Zo the MSRS investigation, the plant staff had informed 
approprt i*te ,Pstc Ael that changing the eoro adjustment was not an 
apprcved method for correcting indication discrepancies. Also, 
A!-2.1S,, "Temporary AlLarations," had be-n revised to include 
clarifirat'.as :ecoumended by USES. The temporary potentiometer on 
instrument 1-LT-63-46 had been removed, ird it. remorval had been 
documented properly. Furthermore, Z"- 4'1, har '*-en written and 
aprproved to revi' 2 the RW'ST tansaittirf6 at .n.y become 
inpecarhle. CATO 30302-V"M-01 wer issu5V track implementation of 
this DCR. Because the level transmitters .*l ba replaced under the 
DCR process with acceptable transmitters befo-r fuel loading, thert 
will bo .o adverse effects on safety.  

ANk 

Thi issue regarding RWST level transm.tters also was evaluated for 
generic applicability to SQN and was substantiated. A review of 
approuisately 50 3as grersra4d over the last five years on the RUST 
level trakimi:tirs sho.wd a recurring problem with instrument drift.  
SQN line maragent was found to be aware of these problems and to be 
takirg *r ion to bnstre that the transmitters meet technical 
Apecification req.eiafents. Becaure a "arge majority of the previous 
AWST level transmitter problems had been due to frozen sense lines 
or to heat tracing problems on sense lines., SQN line management was 
having new SIs performed on a monthly basis to verify operability of 
sense line heat trace circuitq. SON INS personnel also had taken 
field measurements of the Ltrtimitters and aseise line taps to 
compensarte for different head pressures at the transmitters.
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In adWfiticL to these actions, plants wre being made at the ki.m of 
tae evtltration to provide additieots zending data on the 
traincrtters. A decision to replace ttL transmitters will be based 
on fho trenaing data that are %btained. Therefore, SQl line 
mafaget.cr.t tvs found to have no pleas at present to replace the 
OUST le -i taasmitters. go viclotions of Limiting onaitions for I 
Operta.c (CLCO) ware identified by the evaluation. 312 

During v v evaiuation of this issue, the ST narrow range level 
trausaiCter surveillance data and acceptance criteria in SI-3 were 
deteraiaid to be insuftlicent. Only one level channe7's readings 
are recorded in the SI, and the readings' acceptability is included 
as a note within the SI. This deficiency was thought to represef t a 
potential reportable occurrence (PRO). CATP 30301-CQU-t1 was issued 
on this deficiency.  

Conclusion 

The issue was factual at WEY and SQN but corrective action had been 
taken prior to this evaluation. owever, another problem was found 
at SQN. Level transmitter surveillance data and acceptance criteria 
in SI-3 were found to be insufficient.  

'.3 Element 303.03 - Accuracy of Safety-Related InstrW.entsj 

Issue 303.03-1 - Tartet locL Vlve RoEd Switches Inuecurate 

WBN 

ISRS report I-85-286-4BN was found which adequately addressed the 
employee concern regarding Target lock Valves. The NSRS report had 
concluded that the employee concern was valid for UBN and that it 
should be investigated for generic applicability to SQN as well.  
The current evaluation concurs with the findings of the NSRS, 
finding the concern valid.  

The deficiencies at UBN identified in the report had been 
restrictive tolerances for the reed switches and lack of a 
formalized vaintenance trending program to minimize recurring 
deficiencies. In response to the report, WBN Electrical Maintenance 
Section (ENS) had the vendor provide enhancement for reed switch 
settings and had tested the enhancement on one valve successiully.  
The ENS had committed to revising the applicable maintenance 
instruction (MI) to incl' e the vendor recommendr ions. The EMS had 
also committed to adjusting and testing Tarbst lock Valves 
individually. The estimated completion date for revising the wI and 
for testing the Target Rock Valves had been January 30, 1986. As of 
August 8, 1986, the HI bad not been revised to include the vendor
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*nhanc'ments but the action was »till planned. Efforts were found 
to be riderway to provide a mainteaee treating program, but no 
schedule for implementation was available. The current evaluation 
of the concern found no specific deficiencies whicn adversely 
impacted safety.  

Is 

The issue regarding Target ock alves was evaluated for generic 
appl'cability to EQI. The concern was not substantiated, and no 
safety-related issues were identified. In a privious evaluation of 
the concern at SQN by the sQN OCTF, it had been shown that Target 
lockL Valves wre used as containment isolation valves ,r 
post-accident sampling and containment differential pressure ad on 
the reactor bhead vea system. For the valves in )ost-s:cident 
sampling and containment differential pressure, the posation 
switches were used as a seal-in contact to mainf u. tne valves 
open. For the valves in the reactor betd went p'i-e, the positina 
switches '.*re for: indication only. It was concl-ted that no 
safety-related defir'ences could resal from a malfunctioning or 
misadjusted positina switch. Maintenance personnel at 3SQ were 
aware of proper adjustment procedures as provided by vendor 
docurentltio, but no plani maintenance instructions existed.  
Recomeindatf ons were Lade to prepere written anstructions on Target 
lock Valve position switches bas*e on the vendor input.  
Imapleertation of this recommendation was consider d4 by the OCTF an 
enhancement rather .ban a safety issue.  

The isrue regardint Target lock Valves was evaluated for generic 
applicability to BF. The concern was not substantiated and no 
safety-related issues were identified. The evaluation of the Target 
Rock Valves issue at BFN showed that the reed switches for Target 
lock Valves are considered by maintenance personnel to be difficult 
to adjust due to their sensitivity. However, the switches were 
reported by an electrical maintenance foreman to maintain their 
settings after adjustrpat. No procedures were found to exist at 
BFN for the adjustment of Target ock Valve reeood switches. It wau 
reported, however, that the crafts are knowledgeable in the methods 
of adjustment. No reed switch problems during plant operations were 
noted. Downstream instruments are used to assess valve position and 
steam flow when the relief valves open automatically; therefore, no 
safety functions are impaired by erroneous position indication from 
the reed switches should they be out of calibration.
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During the evaluation of this concern at BP., there were problems 
noted with the equipment history archives at the plast. It was 
found that the maintenance rgqest data base had only been in 
existence since Barch, 1983. Prior to this time, Trouble Requests 
(TRs) had been use-. The data base for the a currently does oet 
allow for search by the cempoaet identifior. Therfore. developing 
a maiftesance history oa a particular empoaeat such as a Target 
lock Valve before Iarch, 1983 is not possible without reviewing som 
30,000 records individually.  

Conclusion 

The issue was verifio2 as factual at MBN. Also, as a result of this 
evaluttion, other problems requiring correctiev action were 
identified at UBM, SQN. and BF.  

Generi; Applicability 

The construction phase at BL precluded a aluation there.  

Issue 303.03-2 - Radiation Noniteor Inaccurate 

WBN 

The rmployee concern regarding *sfety -'. Led equipment accuracy and 
calibration procedures at WBN was found ac be referring directly to 
radiation monitoring equipment. The CI believed there was a 
70-percent error associated with some radiation monitoring 
equipment. The concern as stated was not validated for WBN.  
However, it was determined that ac*ptable, correctable inaccuracies 
of up to 35 percent do exist in the electronics of radiation 
monitors throughout the nuclear industry. It was found that 
radiation monitor inaccuracies at UBN are routinely corrected during 
periodic functional checks and calibrations performed in accordance 
with SIs. These SIs contain requirements taken from UBN Technical 
Specifications as well as vendor recommendations for setpoints and 
tolerances. The monitors' alarm setpoints are chosen conservatively 
to accommnnodate the inaccuracies in the electronics and to ensure 
that technical specification limits are not exceeded. Furthermore, 
if any person should suspect that a radiation monitor at UBN is 
malfunctioning. WUN Standard Practice WU-11.4 provides a mechanism 
for reporting equipment malfunctions to DNE.  

SNN 

The investigation at SQN resulted in conclusions similar to those 
reached at W;, finding the concern not valid.
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Conclusion 

The issue was found to be not valid at both W and SQl.  
Inaccuracies in radiation monitorinag equipment ware identified, 
however. these iaccauracies awe correctable by calibration 
identified in applicable procedures.  

sacrie Anplicability 

Evaluation at other sites was found to be not necessary.  

sue 303.03-3 - Steam Genaerator Local and Raot Leveal aIndicators 
Differ 

WEN 

This issue concerans the accu,c. of *J swve geanerator level 
indicators. This issue was ilu h * v . ." UBK but sot a 
problem. The cognizant engauer r '* .t Pi .tenance stated 
that there weare many possible -.-r'i.. o r . CI having 
observed error in stem genqr&'or .6 ' a uxa.&was, such as 
inoperable transmitters or drauiai r.«erence les to transmitters.  
The engineer stated that, in most cases, the instruments are 
isolated during flushes to prevent chemicals from entering 
instrument lines and that tygon tibing is sometimes used to monitor 
levels rather than instruments.  

The engineer indicated it was not possible to know what 
configuration may have ezisted at the time of the CI's observation.  

A cognizant Instrument Nechanic (IN) was not familiar with the 
practice of confirming instrument accuracies by way of nitrogen flow 
as stated in the concern. The IR stated that the instruments were 
calibrated by filling the sensing lines with water and pressurizing 
by hand pumps. A cogniszant test engineer who had been the DNE test 
representative during hot functional testing noted that instrument 
accuracy had been verified satisfactorily in hot functional testing 
in August 1983 and mini-hot functional testing in September 1984.  
The engineer also stated that the accident analyses aecommodated 
postulated steam generator level errors and that setpoints ware 
selected such that the suziliary feedwater system would maintain a 
level above the tube bundles in at least two out of four steam 
generators should any errors occur. This was confirmed later by a 
review of the FSAR.  

Conclusion

The issue was found valid but not a problem at WBM.
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Moerie AnPlicability 

Because no problems were found at UB, it was not necessary to 
evaluate the issue at other plants.  

3.4 Eleent 303.04 - Calibratieo of Imc Coandeser Load Call 

Issme 303.04-1 - TWa Unable etd Unmillina to Calibrate Ice Cmadenser 
Load Cell ProPerlr 

USEB 

The issue concerns the calibration accuracy of the load cells used 
in ice surveillance weighing. The concern was found to be not valid 
at WBK.  

Ice condenser load cells are calibrated to plas/sius 0.3 percent of 
sange by TVA's Central Laboratory as specified in SI-6.17. Veigh 

Ice Baskets." This equates to plus/minus six pounds varisace on 
measured ice weight since the load cell's rangae is 0-2000 pounds.  
A 95 percent confidence level in the total ice condenser ice weight 
is determined through use of a computer progrem after each ice 
weighing session is completed. The SI requires a plus/minus sis 
pound accuracy for load cells, even though the Techaical 
Specification Bases 3/4.6.5.1 indicates that the minimum ice weight 
in a basket of 1214 pouuds includes a one percent (or 12 pound) 
allowance for weighing accuracy.  

SON 

The issue was not evaluated at SQN because it was found not valid at 
WBN.  

Conclusion 

The issue was determined to be not valid at UBN.  

Generic Applicability 

The issue applies only to WBN and SQN because they are the only 
TVA nuclear plants with ice condensers and for this reason was not 
evaluated at bFN or BLN.  

Issue 303.04-2 - Ice Condenser Load Cell Test Weight Incorrectly 
Labeled
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The issue is iacorrect labelig of as ice comaser test weight sad 
was found act valid. However, a related problem was fond with the 

AR as a result of the evaluatim. Test weights are labeled with 
their amisnal weight as easured by the calibrated lad cell. The 
calibration reports generated fo thee test weights specify the 
accuracy of that n mil weight based - the calibratioe prcedt6re 
used. TA is capabit of calibrating test weights a close as 0.1 
percent of label" rmight. The tet weight accuracy does ot 
impact the set ice weight results sice the test mwight is sed only 
for mositriag load cell calibraties duriag ice weighiag sessions 
sad is not used for calibrating the load cell.  

The evaluation found that the aisins ice weight specified is WI 
FSAR Section 6.7.4 sad Technical Specifications Section 3.6.5.1 are 
is disagreemet. The weight had bo revised is the latest revision 
to the Technical Specificatioes base* o reduced ice wight 
regairements by Westiaghouse, but the chage bhad sot been mde is 
the FSAR. SI-6.17 su fousd to be ins sgreu t with the Technical 
Specifications for ice weight. The D Licessiu Section was 
notified by Corrective Actio Tracking Document (CATD) 30304-WI-01 
to have a change initiated to the FSWI as well. This specific 
deficiency was judged to be neither generic sor safety-related. The 
specific deficiency and its symptom were evaluated further under 
Subcategory 307, "Nuclear Power/Site Program/Procedure." 

The issue was not evaluated at SQM because it was found not valid at 
UBK.  

Conclusion 

The issue was found not valid at WBU. During evaluation, a 
discrepancy was found between the FSAR and the Technical 
Specifications. This problem was addressed by CATD 30304-UBN-01.  

Generic Applicability 

The issue applies only to WUB sad SQ because thby are the only TVA 
nuclear plants with ice condensers and for this reason was not 
evaluated at B5F or BUl.  

3.5 EleMnt 303.05 - Reliabilitr. Desigg and Naintenance of Radiation 
Nonitorint Eauige*nt 

Issue 303.05-1 - Improper Installation of Radiation Monitor Cables
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Same radiation monitor cable connectors had been foaund loose during 
the modification eationed is the origisal caacrs., but these had 
bees corrected and inspected by Q before teraiatiosa. The issue 
ma found not valid. agger and costisuity checks and surveillsace 
testiag had beeso perfoced before the radiatio mssitor btd bees 
returaed to service to asnew prper installaties of all the cables 
La Penetratios 23. go deficiencies were identified during the 
evaluation, ad the concern was determined sot to be a reportable 
occutrrence.  

Bowever, Conditions Adverse to Quality Report (CAQM) SQP870178 was 
issued because inacorrect veador instructions were idestified. The 
inastructios pertain to allU the iastallatioa of shields on Ampbenol 
connectors used during the work in question. CATD 3030S-SQK-04 was 
issued to track closure of SQP 170178.  

Nagger sad continuity checks sad surveillance testing were performd 
to ensure proper installations of the cables in pesetration 23.  

Conclusion 

CAQR SQP870178 was issued because incorrect vendor instructions 
were identified. CATD 30305-SQ-04 was issued to track closure of 
SQP 870178.  

Generic Applicability 

Because the issue was not substantiated, evaluation at other sites 
was not necessary.  

Issue 303.05-2 - Haintenance and Operability of Radiation Ronitor 

The concern regarding maintenaance and operability of Sequoyah 
radiation monitor 1-31-90-104 was found to have been evaluated 
previously by USES. NSRS report I-85-613-SQo had validated the 
concern as did the present evaluation. However, the radiation 
monitor is tagged "out-of-service", and the SIs are not being 
performed pending implementation of DCR 1S96 to remove the monitor.  
In addition, the monitor performs no safety-related fur!tion and is 
not required to meet any technical specification requirements.  

Conclusion 

The issue was found to be valid however, because the monitor does 
not perform a safety-related function this was not seen as a problem.
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Iseo 303.OS-3 - Air soitor low Coatrols not Listd as 
Techicale Specification or Cmlieace lastments 

The issme refers to the air meoiter flen cotrols for SegMoysa 
radiatieas moitor 2--90-lO0 amd ras femad factual but not a 
proble. The airflow sample pp coatrols are not reqired for 
opwatios of the radiatiesa miter. The mitor has its ow seprate 
sample pop sad flow controls wich are Technical Specification 
instr nfts. The airflow monitor sample pIp and flow controls are not 
rauired by say Technical Specificatios and are not listed as either 
technical specification or compliance instruments.  

Conclusion 

The issue was found to be ftactual bt not a probles.  

Generic Aolicabilitr 

It was determined that the issue was specific to SQU and evaluation 
at other sites was not necessary.  

Issue 303.05-4 - ImroOer Operation of Continuous Air Monitors (CAN) 

IF' 

This issue questions the functioning and accuracy of CAls at PBF and 
was found to be not valid. For the incident specified in the 
concern, it was determined that the local CAR bad not seen the same 
airborne radiation levels as had been measured by local sampling.  
The reasons for this had been the location of the CAR relative to 
the scene of the incident, as well as the dilution effects of 
airflow in the area. It was found that the CARs are adequate to 
meet their intended design function. However, it was also found 
that the CAUs had required excessive maintenance to keep them in 
operation and that they would probably be replaced or upgraded 
because of this.  

This issue was evaluated for generic applicability to SQN. It was 
found that the CARs at SQO met the design requirements and the 
issue was not substantiated. Although they are not state-of-the-art, 
they are more reliable than the particulate iodine noble gas (PING) 
monitor used for other applications at SQN.
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Conclasion 

The issue was not substantiated. 112 

Genetric Alicability 

go evaluation at other pleats was deteemined to be necessary.  

Issue 303.05-5 - RN adiation ESuitors 

UN 

The issue is that radiation monitors at UM had not been operable 
before the middle of 1984 and have not bee maintained since thea.  

The issue was substantiated at UWN anad subsequently at BLX. There 
was general agreement by OCP test eagineers and DKC eagineers that 
housekeeping ead protection of instruments from iancidetal damage 
had not been adequate duaring the construction phase. Neow 
requirements for instrumeat protection bad been added in June 1985 
to the DKC housekeeping and storage procedures and instructions to 
reduce the possibilities of incidental damage to installed 
instruments. A draft DONC procedare was foaund to be in review which 
contains more detail for installation and inspection of instrnments 
than the instructions it will replace, however, the procedure 
contains no provision for inspecting instrumat protective 
coverings. This was noted as a specific deficiency for UB as well 
as for BLN. The deficiency was identified by QA personnel at BLN 
and no further evaluation was considered necessary there. WBUN line 
management was notified of the deficiency by CATD 30305-UM-01 aad 
BLN umanagement notified by CATD 30305-BLM-02.  

A review of 0NP housekeeping inspection records for 1985 and 1986 
showed that not all inspections were being performed and documented 
as required.  

This deficiency was in apparent violation of the requirements of 
UQAK, Part II, Section 1.2 which specify that plant areas be 
inspected at least once per month and that QA records be 
maintained. The UWBN Site Director was informed of this deficiency 
by CATD 30305-BN-03. This specific deficiency was judged not to be 
safety-related. The deficiency and associated symptoem were moved to 
Subcategory 313, "wiscellaneous", for evaluation in addition to this 
report's evaluation.  

Conclusion

This issue was substantiated at WBN and BLN.
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Oeneric Anslicabilito 

No evaluation was conducted at SO and BFN becames the issue applies 
only to pleats under construction.  

A collective assessment of the eleast-level fiediags (3ectioa 3.0) led 
to the identification of one subcategory-level fiadiag which reflected 
adversely on line man-agemet effectiveness at three sites. This finding 
dealt with the lack of plant Manaemest control of equipmnt history 
which would preclude recurring instrumet failures: 

Processes halo boon lacking at EN. SON. and BN for trending equipment 
performance and for subsequent root cause analysis of recurring hardware 
deficiencies to preclude recurrence o. problem. Those process" should 
include tracking of corrective action and followk-p to ensure that 
appropriate action is takes.  

Several ezamples from the subcategory support this finding. Recurring 
instrument deficiencies were noted at UN with respect to Target lock 
valve rood switches. Cold Leg Accumulator (CLA) level tranmitters, and 
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RMST) level transmitters. WBN line 
management had taken no action to preclude recurrence of these 
deficiencies. During the evaluation of the Target lock valve reed switch 
problems, 153 had noted the lack of a formalied maintenance treading 
program to minimize recurring failures. Various Instrument Maintenance 
Section (1MS) engineers at WUN had known about the CLA level transmitter 
problem but no formal program had boon in place for reporting the 
problem, developing corrective action, and tracking the actions taken.  
A recurring problem with MUST level transmitters had existed at SQ1 over 
the last five years, but a maintenance treading program is now in place 
which should identify and address recurring maintenance problems in the 
future. At IFN equipment history archives preclude generation of 
maintenance history on a particular component for times before March 1913.  

No overall pattern of hardware deficiencies was found by this evaluation.  
The equipment problems found were isolated cases and corrective action 
had been initiated. However, the specific deficiencies revealed by the 1|2 
investigation were all characterized by the same problem: procedures 
and instructions were not adequate to ensure compliance with requirements.  
Corrective actions already initiated or planned will adequately address 
the specific procedure/instruction deficiencies identified in this report.  
The overall question of procedure adequacy will be elevated to the 
Category Report fco further evaluation.
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5.0 I00T CAUSI. P3ELRINIAT ANALYSMS 

Sections 3.0 and 4.0 discussed the specific findings for each of the 
elaent evaluations of this subcategory and their collective 
sigaificance. This section prsesets the results of an ladepeadest review 
and analysis done on these specific elenest-level fiadings to ideatify 
the most frequently occuarriag atd idespread reoot ceases at the 
subcategory level. Patterns of recarrig fisdiags called spypteMs weore 
derived from the elements. Thenose symptems weren tested for root ceases, 
ead the root ceases for all elements were thea salysed collectively to 
identify those which occurred most frequently and at the most sites.  
Details of the symptoms and root ceases derived for each elemat are 
presented in Attachment G, "Summairy of Symptoms and Root Causes." 

A review and analysis of these root causes takes collectively points to 
several significant root causes for the subcategory as follow: 

a. A system or process is not in place to saiformly incorporate 
commitments and revisions to upper-tier requiremest documeats is all 
affected lower-tier documents (UM).  

b. Personnel are not being trained effectively in apolicable regulatory 
comitaents and requirements and in the TVA administrative procedures I 
and instructions that govern their activities (UBN). 112 

I 
c. There have been inadequate processes to detect adverse trends in I 

equipment performance and lack of controls to govern maintenance 
activities (WBN. SQU. BSN).  

These three root causes can be applied specifically to the elements of 112 
this subcategory. The first root cause applies to Element 303.04 where 
the evaluator had found ice weight requirement revisions from Uestinghouse 
incorporated in the Technical Specifications but not in the FSAR. The I 
second root cause applies to Element 303.OS where personnel had not been 112 
fully carrying out procedures and instructions related to housekeeping I 
inspections. The third root cause is eonsistent with the subcategory-level I 
findings presented in section 4.
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Corrective Action Tratking Documenats (CATDOs) were not issued specifically 
on these subeategory-level root causes. It was believed that corrective 
action being taken already by liae management as part of the commitments 
made is the Nuclear Performsace Plea were helpiag to address these root 
cuses. lowever. lie mamagment was expected to use the subestegory
level root cause iafonration as an atid is preperis corrective actioa 
responses to subategory-level CuD that weald preclude recurrence of 
the deficiescy aoted. The ICTS's process for judgeing the adequacy of liae 
corrective actios respoeases to subcategory-level CAtDs inacluded a 
determination of how well the applicable root eauses were addressed by 
the responses.  

the significant root causes for all suabcategories in the Operations 
category provided part of the iapat for determining programmatic aroeas of 
weakness at the category level ad the associated causes. aIn the 
Operations category report, these programmatic weaknesses and associated 
ceauses are presented along with a discussion of how they are being 
corrected through implementation of the Nuclear Performance Plea and 
other corrective action progrems.  

6.0 CORKCTIVE ACTION 

6.1 Corrective Action at glement Level 

6.1.1 Element 303.02 - Location of Cold L Accuamulator and MWT 
Level Transmitters 

WE 

As discussed in the findings, UBN plant staff had taken 
corrective action on the CLA level transmitters as a result 
of an NSRS report on the employ** concern. The INS had 
performed and had revised calculations for acceptable 
tolerances in deviations between channels of level 
indication. The INS had updated the applicable SI to reflect 
the revised ralculations. Also, the IRS had submitted a OCR 
to replace the existing cold leg aecumulator transmitters 
with more reliable transmitters. The DC1 had been accepted 
as a before-fuel-load item.  

With respect to RUST level transmitters, WBN is replacing 
them under a DCR as they become inoperable. Appropriate 
procedure changes and training with respect to unclear or 
incorrect maintenance practices on the transmitters was also 
accomplished.  

CATD 30302-WBN-01 was issued to WBN line management tracking I12 
DCR 633 and DCR 678 regarding CLA and RWST level transmitters. I
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CATD 30302-SQ1-01 was issued to SQl noting that: 

SI-3 records only oae sarrow range lovl channel for 
verifying compliance with tech spoe 5 volume requirements 
and the specific chaneurl sed is sot designated dtring 
performance of the SI. Because of this condition, channel 
calibration oat of tolerace reports ceannot be evaluated for 
impact on SI results nor can an audit be performd to verify 
past compliance. Additionally, M1s reviewed during the 
evaluation did not specify the work instructions used for 
loop calibration. These deficiencies are considered to 
represent a PRO.  

SQK management has responded as follows: 

"DCR-1848 bas been submitted sad C-LU371 issued to replace 
the obsolete Barton Rodel 384 trasuuitters on the Cold Leg 
Accumulators. Plans sre to work this ECU during the unit 1, 
cycle 4, and unit 2, cycle 3 refueling outages at SQL.  
Transmitters will be recalibra before unit 2 startup to 
ensure operability." 

"The problem of deviations I indicator r adings has been 
corrected at SQN by taking eld e-as ats and 
compensating for the diffe s in so r elevations in the 
transmitter scaling. This *as /t Ken in September 1983 
on unit 2 and April 1984 I 

"Nore comprehensive trea ilgRtat be collected than has 
been in the past and a woyen Raintenance instruction 
will be written." I 

"Investigation of thi ciera at SQON as revealed a 
significant number or M'oeIst o problems in the RUST 
Upper Level Trausmit 1 a , a large majcrity of these 
NRs were related to!fsom n s lines or hoet tracing 
problem on the s*eps 1iess . rveillance instructions 
SI-706, 706.1, man 706.2 Var itiated in February 1985 to 
verify operability 6A sons4 i o heat trace circuits. The 
performance of these surveti ace instructions on a monthly 
basis should re4du 'the a'i r of maintenance problems 
related to h A eantin."' 

"SQO has recedtly Tmplemened a new maintenance trending 
program to identify potpntial maintenance problems. However, 
sufficient data has not ieen collected since correcting sense 
line problems, to make any conclusive determinations.
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SQN lastrumat Mainteaace Groap has plas to ifitiate sa N 
Prevastive ORratace preedMur to m-tter the tramitter 
output signal for 1, 2-LT-3-46 sa 49 e a ore fre uest 
chedule (Ist likely monthly). h&e pIrtf ce of this M 

will not osly provide adtitleal tretlas iatecatiee, but 
will also ssure operability is mainstaied D 1 will be 
implemeted before sit 2 start up." 

"S lP itrumet it a- cperseel kae else takes field 
measurments of the trammitters sd ses li.a taps to 
c mpensate for ditteret betd pressares at the trummitters.  
This su dose to essure as accurate redaudst level 
iadication betuwes channels. This was capleted at the time 

i the beat trace sad frees protectios mu *pgraded.' 

"Therefore. siac ecorrective actios have already bees takes 
. i to ready mainteu ce probles associated with froes sese 

lies anad to correct hed pressures values causiUt isaccurate 
levl indications, sad issufficiest treediag dat has bes 

. collected to aske coaclusive determisatiesU , SM Us -s plass 
to replace the R ST upper level transmitters at present. As 
mentioned previously, SQ1 will continue to monitor the 
transmitters operation with the mew treoadig program, and the 

' * Ij new Preventive Maintesaace instruction which will be 
implemenated before startup." 

"An investigation of the IUST Wide Range Level Transmitters 
(1, 2-LT-63-50, 51, 52, 53) has shown that no significant 
maintenance or operability problem exists on these 
transmitters. The report appears to be is error because of a 

40- confusion between Compliance lastrumestation and Tech Spec 
Instrumentation. Tech Spec instrments are specifieally 
identified in the specifications and these instrments 
usually require a channel check for instrumentation 

Soperability verification. An example of Tech Spec 
instrumentation is the WUST wide rane level channels in TS 
3.3.2 for SF instrmests. A compliance instrument is an 
instrument which is not specifically identified in the specs; 
however, these instrments are ased to obtain data to verify 
operability of a Tech Spec system. A channel check of 
compliance instruments is not required by Tech Spec. An 
example of compliance instruments re the VUST narrow range 
level channels used to verify operability of the water volume 
in the RUST for TS 3.1.2.6 and TS 3.5.5. Therefore, because 
a channel check of the UST narrow range level indicators is 
not required by Tech Spec, the data recorded in SI-3 weekly 
is adequate to ensure operability of the RUST TS 3.1.2.6 and 
TS 3.5.5. We do not plan to initiate a PRO for this concern.
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a claritricatit tat a .tMai na rr ow e 
dhemmal Oftc does not emIen"r tehe Tech Spec.  
Lco f tRU is beian ter a rt twe revisio to 

'eeWirrto fr i-pIi with Tech Spec erM/or the 
mpIPe aene ropi-. Urmtwe. no future comit at 

date\is listed Jar Itm 9 ef t corretie active report.  
"The rati"'I prcedres grUp eaticipates the reisiom to 

S1-2 o St3 withis apprrimtely 12 moaths.  

CAUD 303024- 4-02 was issued to SQ sutiag problems with 
fascties an calibraoles of lowe traumi for Wrs.  
SO M cs rpodedt fastotlluws: 

erm compruhestive treating 11 be co tha hasu 
bee io the pust asd «a now Tihaten ipstroction 
will tbe written - (Sr a-r CAP)s.  

"The corrective tiateb; however, 
the e associ d is?) have beena nable 
to be t relbitlevaeYlli s e wtae less thas 
the p %laat.Mta that e r t the lfevels t above 

:, Wea.t ta jco . Therefore, prior to start-up, 
WaBMskl calaigen will be perfored oa a increased 
friescy rsl perolm wvith SI-202 to obtain dato scesry 
to evflustolopertility sd to provide traiai iraoreation.  
After start-p, the associated pM's will costioe to be 
perfrcotd uatil a reliability data tb e is establisM d.  

6.1.2 osmrat 303.03 - ACturm f rSafety-flated Instrment 

M plant staff had toakel corrective actio for the ao valid 
concern regardin Target Ret Vfalves a reslt of sa IBIS 
report on the concert. CTD 30303-W-01 was ifssued to 
doeaet tbheseo aettfs. I respose to theo CATD, W liane 

oasM met reported that: 

"As a result of prob-lems with adjstig the rod switches an 
the Target lock valves, the Electrical RNintonance Section 
(ERS) contacted the vedor to obtain their reco-mendation.
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Based as the iafemtioa provided by the vender, the MB 
ise- d a tea TWA 6436, in--n r I-st M(), to adjst 
-rCT-1-7 usit the h***aer Tathed.. The vale as 

tested as regired by zaeical pecif icatios aed passed.  
Mauner, the fisal evaluate cemet be made atil hestup 

eas the valve is tested again to assure " theagmal proUem 
euists with settiag the red muitaches.  

Is the interia, y Target ukt wlWes reafriat adjustm 
wil be deae by aa usain the e*M m Nmthaod mat if 
these vales tha t ere t msin this mathod operate properly 
duriag beatup, thas -iste- C instructi (I) 57.30 will 
be revised to reflect the -dor's Yr -cm. dation.  

The maitesmnce treaig progre is still being developed.  
Beginaing with cierci: operatioe far each unit. garterly 
Nuclear Plant Reliability Date Systm (WD) report will be 
reviewed for repetitive failures and generic failures.  
During this iaterim period before cmercial oepratio, a 
Prim computer program has bees developed to be used by BM 
engineers for the trending of milatenace requests.  

At SQ the GCTF had determined that mO procedure for 
adjusting Target Rock Valves xisted. The had made a 
recomadation to prepare written its oas Target Rock 
Valve reed switches based on v aspt. This tem is 
being tracked by CAID 30303 1 line - eest 
responded as follows: 

"Corrective act f" however.  
in accordase. iwts.Lb ' ted with 
I5-85-802-001 t to adjust the 
valve positieo wteches Vflv. The 
procedur will btpr" // IT. lo corrective action 

s propod f-002 but to provide additional 
assurance t aheil on monitor Procedares are technically 
adequate th rbeing reviewed using the SI-i checklist 
prior, toe 

CATD 30303-SQU-02 was issued to sp line management noting 
questionable adequacy of calibration procedures for radiation 
monitors. SQh has responded as follows: 

"Radiation monitor calibration proc.dures are being roviewed 
using the SI checklist for guidance. This corrective action 
is to be completed prior to plant startup 
and will be tracked at SWQ by P2 activity 200011950."




